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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G denote a semi-simple algebraic group over , P a parabolic sub-
group of G and T ⊂ P a maximal torus. The purpose of this note is to
determine the T -orbit closures in G/P which are normal. In other words,
we determine which T -orbit closures in G/P are toric varieties.
It is well known that the closure of a so-called generic T -orbit in the ﬂag
variety G/B is toric. In fact this toric variety arises from the Weyl fan in
the Lie algebra of T and hence is nonsingular. In [2], Dabrowski deﬁned
the notion of a generic T -orbit closure X for any G/P and showed such
X are normal, although not necessarily nonsingular. The general question
1 Both authors partially supported by a grant of the Natural Sciences and Engineering
research Council of Canada.
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of whether all T -orbit closures in any G/P are normal is mentioned in
[2, 9, 13], but it does not seem to have been systematically studied.
By considering the closed G-embedding of G/P into the projectiﬁcation
V ω of a suitable highest weight module V ω for G, one is natu-
rally led to ask which T -orbit closures in V  are normal, where V is
any ﬁnite-dimensional T -vector space over . If v ∈ V is nonzero, the T -
orbit closure X = Xv = T v ⊂ V  is determined by the set  X
of all characters χ ∈ XT  involved in the eigen-decomposition v = ∑ vχ
into T -eigenvectors. Let X be the convex hull of  X in XT  ⊗ ,
namely, the Newton polytope X (cf. [6, 10, 11]). The standard criterion [12]
says that X is normal if and only if for each vertex µ ∈ X, the semi-
group 
 X − µ generated by all e − µ, with e varying through  X,
is saturated in the lattice generated by  X − µ. We will show that if
every vertex µ in X has the property that 
X − µ ∩XT  is sat-
urated, then, loosely speaking, X is normal iff there are sufﬁciently many
elements of the support  X near each vertex of X. In particular, if
 X = X ∩ XT , then X is normal. This property is not true for
arbitrary projective T -orbit closures.
In the G/P setting, we prove that there exists a dominant weight ω which
gives a closed G-embedding of G/P into the projectiﬁcation V ω of
the highest weight module V ω for G so that for every T -orbit closure
X ⊂ V ω, 
X − µ ∩XT  is saturated for all vertices µ. This
leads to our classiﬁcation Theorem 4.4.
We give some non-normal examples in Section 6. Among them is a torus
orbit closure X in a G/P for G = G2 which is generic in the sense of
Flaschka and Haine [3]. This means that X is not a toric variety, contrary
to the claims of [3]. On the other hand, it turns out that recent results of
J. Morand [8] imply that all X are normal if the group G is of type An or
D4 (cf. Section 4).
2. GENERAL REMARKS ON CLOSURES OF TORUS ORBITS
We will always work over , although much of the paper is valid for any
algebraically closed ﬁeld. Let T be an algebraic torus, XT  its lattice of
characters, and Y T  its lattice of one parameter subgroups. For λ ∈ Y T 
and χ ∈ XT  the integer 
λχ deﬁned by χλs = s
λχ where s ∈ ∗
gives a perfect pairing, so, as is well known, XT  and Y T  are dual
lattices. Let  ⊂ XT  be ﬁnite, and deﬁne V = ⊕χ∈ Vχ, where Vχ is a
ﬁnite-dimensional T -module of weight χ. For v =∑χ∈ vχ, put
Xv = T v ⊂ V 
where v denotes the line in V spanned by v.
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Let X denote the T -orbit closure Xv. Deﬁne the support of X to be
 X = χ ∈   vχ = 0, and let X be the convex hull of  X in
XT  ⊗ .
Lemma 2.1. For every w ∈ X there is a one parameter subgroup λ ∈
Y T  with lims→0 λsv ∈ T w.
Proof. The result follows easily from the afﬁne version, which is proved,
for example, in [6; 7, III.2.2 Satz].
The following result giving the orbit conﬁguration of an X = Xv is
an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. It can also be deduced as a corollary
of a more general result on reductive groups proved by Pauer [10]. There
is also a similar but more general construction due to Popov and Vinberg
[11]. First, let us write w ≺ v if and only if w = ∑χ∈∩ X vχ, where 
varies over the faces of X.
Proposition 2.2. X = ⋃w≺v T w. Consequently, there is a dimension
preserving one to one correspondence between closures of T -orbits contained
in X and closed faces of X. In particular,
XT = {vχ χ a vertex of X}
Proof. If λ ∈ Y T , letMλ = χ ∈  X  
λχ ≤ 
λ X. Then
Mλ is of the form  ∩  X for some face  of X. Now let Z =⋃
w≺v T w. Since lims→0 λsv = 
∑
χ∈Mλ vχ, it is clear from Lemma 2.1
that X ⊂ Z. On the other hand, if  is a face of X, then there exists a
λ ∈ Y T  such that Mλ =  ∩  X. Hence w ≺ v implies w ∈ X, so
X = Z.
In particular, the T -invariant curves in X are in one to one correspon-
dence with the edges of X, and the endpoints of an edge are the two
T -ﬁxed points on the curve.
3. A NORMALITY CRITERION
The purpose of this section will be to give a characterization of normal
torus orbit closures X ⊂ V  in the set up of the previous section. We will
denote the integers by , the non-negative integers by + and the natural
numbers by .
Fix a subset  = χ1     χs ⊂ XT , and let X = Xv, where v =∑
χ∈ vχ, and each vχ = 0. Thus  X =  . Let 	 be the lattice in XT  ⊗

 spanned by all χi − χj , 1 ≤ i j ≤ s. Note that 	 is also spanned by all
differences χi − χ where χ = χj for any ﬁxed j. The set of points where
X fails to be normal is a closed T -invariant subset, so normality of X need
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only be checked at each T -ﬁxed point, that is, at each vχ, where χ is a
vertex of X. By [6, I.1 Lemma 1; 12], X is normal at vχ if and only
if the semigroup 
 − χ spanned by  − χ is saturated in 	. Recall that
a semigroup S contained in a lattice M is said to be saturated in M if
whenever µ ∈ M and kµ ∈ S for some k ∈ , then µ ∈ S. If S generates
M, we will simply say S is saturated.
For a vertex χ of X, let us say α ∈  − χ is primitive at χ if +α is
an extreme edge of the cone + − χ, and for all 0 < t < 1, tα ∈  − χ.
We now have the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let α1     αr ∈  − χ be the primitive vectors at a vertex
χ=χj of X. Then

+α     αr = 
+ − χ = 
+
( − χ ∩	)
Consequently, if 
α1     αr is saturated in 	, then 
 − χ and 
 − χ ∩
	 are saturated in 	, and we have the following chain of identities:
〈
α1     αr
〉 = 〈 − χ〉 = 〈 − χ ∩	〉
In particular, if 
α1     αr is saturated in 	, then X is normal at vχ.
Proof. The ﬁrst statement is easy to see. Thus if 
α1     αr is satu-
rated, then so is 
 − χ (but not conversely), and 
α1     αr = 
 − χ.
The remaining inequality is analogous.
In other words, if the Newton polytope of X has the above edge satura-
tion property at every vertex, then X is normal, but not conversely as just
mentioned. To obtain a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for normality at
a vertex χ of X in terms of the primitives at χ, we need to consider the
parallelotope these primitives span.
In general, suppose M denotes a lattice generated by a semigroup S, and
assume α1     αr ∈ S are the primitives at 0 in the cone +S. Let
Pα1     αr =
{ r∑
i=1
tiαi
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ ti ≤ 1
}
and put S = 
Pα1     αr ∩M
Proposition 3.2. The semigroup S is the saturation of S. Consequently, S
is saturated iff S = S iff Pα1     αr ∩M ⊂ S.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that S is saturated. Let kµ ∈ S with µ ∈ M and
k ∈ . Thus kµ =∑ri=1 piαi where pi ∈ +. It follows that
µ =
r∑
i=1
pi
k
αi =
r∑
i=1
li + tiαi =
r∑
i=1
liαi +
r∑
i=1
tiαi
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where all li ∈ + and ti ∈ 0 1 ∩
. Hence µ ∈ S since
r∑
i=1
tiαi = µ−
r∑
i=1
liαi ∈M ∩ Pα1     αr
Thus S is indeed saturated.
Now assume µ ∈ M and lµ ∈ S where l ∈ . Writing lµ = ∑ri=1 qiαi
with qi ∈ 
+, one gets Nµ ∈ S for some N ∈ , so µ ∈ S since S is
saturated. Thus S contains the saturation of S. Conversely, if µ ∈ S, then
kµ ∈ 
α1     αr ⊂ S for some k ∈ , so µ is in the saturation. Therefore
S is the saturation of S
A ﬁnite set β1     βs ⊂M deﬁnes an afﬁne T -orbit
 = {tβ1     tβs  t ∈ T} ⊂ s
where T is the torus HomM∗. Let Zβ1     βs = . Let β1     βr
be the primitives. Then one gets
Corollary 3.3. Zβ1     βs is normal if and only if
Pβ1     βr ∩M ⊂ 
β1     βs
Returning to the projective setting, let X be a T -orbit with support
 X = χ1     χs and suppose χ = χj is a vertex of X. Deﬁn-
ing P X − χ to be the parallelotope associated to the primitive edges
of  X − χ, one obtains
Corollary 3.4. Let χ be a vertex of X. Then X is normal at vχ if
and only if
P X − χ ∩	 ⊂ 〈 X − χ〉
It seems natural to expect that the normality of X depends only on its
Newton polytope X. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as the following
example, due to Sturmfels, shows.
Example 3.5 ([12, 13.13]). For  =0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 the semigroup 
 − 1 1 4 1 is isomorphic to
the semigroup 
 ′ = 
1 1 4 1 1 3 0 1 3 1 0 3. Then x0 =
1 1 5 = 21 1 4 − 1 1 3 ∈  ′ ∩ + ′, but x0 ∈ 
 ′, and x0 is not
inside the polytope deﬁned by  ′ ∪ 0.
If X is any projective torus orbit closure with  X =  , where  is as
in the example, then one gets an example where X ∩XT  =  X,
but X is not normal. In fact, P X − χ ⊂ X − χ, for the vertex χ =
1 1 4 1. The next result considers what can be deduced if, on the other
hand, P X − χ ⊂ X − χ. Recall that an element of a semigroup S
is called indecomposable if it can’t be written as the sum of two elements
of S in a non-trivial way.
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Proposition 3.6. Let χ be a vertex of X with P X − χ ⊂
X − χ. Then a necessary and sufﬁcient condition that X be normal
at vχ is that every indecomposable element of 
X − χ ∩ 	 lies in
 X − χ.
Proof. For simplicity, let  (resp. ) denote  X (resp. X). Since
P −χ ⊂  −χ, it follows that 
 −χ ∩	 is saturated. If X is normal
at vχ, then Lemma 3.1 implies

 − χ = 〈 − χ ∩	〉 (1)
since both semi-groups are saturated and have the same saturation. Hence
any indecomposable β ∈ 
 − χ ∩	 is also indecomposable in 
 − χ,
hence β ∈  − χ. On the other hand, if every indecomposable element
of 
 − χ ∩ 	 lies in  − χ, it follows immediately that (1) holds, so

 − χ is saturated, i.e., X is normal at vχ.
We will call P X − χ + χ the corner polytope for X at χ. Note that
	 + χ is independent of χ.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose X contains the corner polytopes P X −
χ + χ as χ runs over all the vertices of X, and suppose X ∩ 	 +
χ =  X for some (and hence every) vertex χ. Then X is normal.
Proof. Clearly,
P X − χ ∩	 ⊂ X − χ ∩	 =  X − χ
so the result follows from the last corollary.
Example 3.8. As pointed out by Peter Littelmann, the union  of the
corner polytopes for X certainly does not need to lie in X. For example,
let T be the maximal diagonal torus in GL3 acting on 2 in the standard
way. If X = X1 1 1. then X is the convex hull of χ1 χ2 χ3, where
χidiagt1 t2 t3 = ti. Here  is the triangle with vertices at χi + χj −
χk with i j k distinct, whereas X is the triangle with vertices at the
midpoints of the edges of .
Remark 3.9. Another, but apparently unrelated, criterion for normality
was given by Jurkiewicz in [5].
Remark 3.10. Similarly, X is nonsingular if and only if for all vertices
χ ∈ X, the edges of P X − χ at 0 are contained in a basis of 	
(see [6]).
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4. TORUS ORBIT CLOSURES IN G/P
In this section, we will apply the normality criteria for T -orbit closures
to an algebraic homogeneous space G/P , where G is a simply connected
semisimple algebraic group over , P is a parabolic subgroup, and T a
maximal torus in P . Let % ⊂ XT  denote the root system of G with
positive roots %+ = %B for some choice of a Borel subgroup such that
T ⊂ B ⊂ P , simple roots & ⊂ %+ and Weyl group W .
Let ψ ∈ XT  be a dominant weight and let V ψ be the simple G-
module of highest weight ψ and highest weight vector vψ. Deﬁne XψT 
to be the set of µ ∈ XT  in the convex hull of Wψ which have the form
µ = ψ−∑i kiβi, where all ki ≥ 0 and βi ∈ &.
Lemma 4.1. The set of weights of T on V ψ is XψT , and the set of
extreme weights in XψT  is the full Weyl group orbit Wψ.
For a proof, consult [1].
Given P , there exists a dominant weight ψ ∈ XT  so that the stabilizer
of the point vψ ∈ V ψ is P . The orbit Gvψ is Zariski closed in
V ψ, and the natural map G→ Gvψ induces a T -equivariant closed
embedding of G/P .
Let X be a T -orbit closure in G/P . After translating X by a suitable
element of the Weyl group W of GT , we may assume X is of the form
TuP , where uP is in the big cell *P of G/P . Recall that *P is the afﬁne
open cell in G/P about P obtained as follows. Let %−P = α1     αr
denote the negative roots which are not linear combinations of the simple
roots which determine P . Then *P is the image of Uα1 × · · · × Uαr under
the multiplication map
uα1     uαr  → uα1 · · ·uαrP
where Uα is the unipotent subgroup of G corresponding to α ∈ %.
From now on, let ψ be a dominant weight corresponding to P , and ﬁx a
T -orbit closure X = TuP , where uP ∈ *P . We will freely identify TuP and
Tuvψ. The support of X depends on ψ, so we will denote it as ψX.
Similarly, we will denote the convex hull of ψX by ψX.
As in Section 3, 	 denotes the lattice χ − µ χµ ∈ ψX, which
can also be expressed as ψX − wψ for any w ∈ W such that wψ ∈
ψX. By the previous discussion, 	 is also independent of the choice
of the dominant weight ψ associated to P . This also holds for the semi-
group 
ψX − wψ by the next proposition. Let us call an expression
u = uβ1 · · ·uβp with each βi ∈ %−P simple if the βi are distinct and each
uβi = e.
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Proposition 4.2. Suppose u = uβ1    uβp is a simple expression. Then

ψX − ψ = 
β1     βp
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that uαvψ ∈
∑
k≥0 vψ+kα
for each α < 0 and the fact that weights occur in strings through ψ.
If wψ ∈ ψX, let SψXw denote 
ψX − wψ ∩ 	 We have
already seen that the saturation of SψXw obstructs the normality of X
at wψ. The next result shows this obstruction can be removed uniformly.
Let us say that ψ is sufﬁciently positive for X if SψXw is saturated for
all w ∈ W for which wψ ∈ ψX.
Proposition 4.3. Let ψ be a dominant weight associated to P , and let
K = %−P . Then Kψ is sufﬁciently positive for any T -orbit closure X in G/P .
Proof. Let X = Tuvψ and wψ ∈ ψX. Let γ1     γk be the
roots which determine the extreme edges of the cone +ψX − wψ.
By the saturation criterion in Corollary 3.4, we need to ensure that
Pγ1     γk ⊂ ψX − wψ. Let H ⊂ XT  ⊗  be the convex hull of
γ1     γk and 0. It is clear that
γ1 + · · · + γk ∈ kH ⊂ kψX −wkψ ⊂ KψX −wKψ
so the result is established.
The following theorem gives our ﬁrst characterization of the normal orbit
closures in G/P . Fix a dominant weight ψ associated to P .
Theorem 4.4. Let X ⊂ G/P be a T -orbit closure and suppose µ is suf-
ﬁciently positive for X, say µ = Kψ, where K is as deﬁned above. Then X is
normal if and only if for all w ∈ W such that wµ ∈ µX, every indecom-
posable element of SµXw lies in µX −wµ.
Proof. If X is normal, just apply the remark after Proposition 4.2. The
other direction follows from Proposition 3.6.
Remark 4.5. It is an open question as to whether or not SψXw is
saturated for every dominant ψ associated to P .
The next result gives the condition for normality in terms of the corner
polytopes.
Proposition 4.6. Let µ = Kψ as above, and let  denote the union of the
corner polytopes for X = Tuvµ. Then  ⊂ µX. Moreover, X is normal
as long as
 ∩ 	 + µ ⊂ µX
In particular, if µX = µX ∩ 	 + µ, then X is normal.
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Proof. Apply Corollaries 3.4 and 3.7.
Remark 4.7. In order to obtain normal T -orbit closures, one has to look
at explicit root systems. The only general result on saturation in root sys-
tems known to us is the recent result of Jacqueline Morand [8, Proposi-
tion 3.1] which implies that every semigroup generated by a set of roots in
type An is saturated. Morand [8] also proves this for type D4, and it is easy
to verify for type B2. Hence we obtain
Proposition 4.8. If G is of type An, D4 or B2 and P is any parabolic
subgroup of G, then every T -orbit closure in G/P is normal.
Proof. By the comment following Lemma 4.1, it sufﬁces to show that
every T -orbit closure of the form X = Tuvψ, uP ∈ *P , is normal at P .
By Proposition 4.2, 
ψX − ψ is generated by a set of roots, hence is
saturated in 	 [8]. Therefore X is normal at P .
For the remaining root systems, D. Wehlau (unpublished) has found ex-
amples of non-saturated semigroups generated by roots. Hence non-normal
torus orbit closures exist in these cases. We will mention some examples in
G2/P in Section 6 (see Example 6.1).
Sturmfels [13, after 2.16] has pointed out that all torus orbit closures in
Grassmannians are projectively normal, due to the fact that any semigroup
generated by matroid basis monomials is saturated [14].
5. T -FIXED POINTS AND T -INVARIANT CURVES
One of the most natural questions that the normality problem suggests
is how to compute the T -ﬁxed points on an orbit closure X. Clearly, the
T -ﬁxed points on X determine the Newton polytope X, but they don’t
determine whether X is normal. In the next section, we will give an example
of two T -orbit closures X1 and X2 with the same Newton polytope such that
X1 is normal but X2 isn’t. For G/P , there is an algorithm for determining
the T -ﬁxed points for X = Tuvψ from a simple expression u = uβr · · ·uβ1 .
Here, ψ is associated to X but we don’t require it to be sufﬁciently positive.
We claim that the T -ﬁxed points on X can be found by considering the
piecewise linear paths in ψX with corners in 	 with segments parallel
to the βi described as follows. Let k1 > 0 be the largest integer so that
ψ + k1β1 ∈ ψX Now for each j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k1, consider the largest
integers mj such that ψ + jβ1 +mjβ2 ∈ ψX. Continue in this manner
for each of the remaining roots β3     βr . Then the allowable paths are
those starting at ψ taking ≤ k1 steps in the direction of β1, then (assuming
one has stopped at ψ+ jβ1) taking ≤ mj steps in the direction of β2 and
so forth. The T -ﬁxed points on X are the vertices of ψX on such paths.
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Example 5.1. Using Fig. 1 in Section 6, let us determine the ﬁxed points
for the orbit closure in G/B corresponding to uαuα+β whereG is of type B2.
Here α and β are respectively the short and long simple negative roots. The
allowable paths to extreme points are
ω→ ν1 → ν4 → µ3ω→ ν1 → ν2 → ν3 → µ4
ω→ ν1 → ν2 → µ6 ω→ ν1 → ν2 → µ6 → µ5
ω→ µ2
Hence the T -ﬁxed points on Tuαuα+βB are at ω = µ1     µ6. Note that
the T -ﬁxed points for Tuα+βuαB are µ1 µ2 µ5 µ6.
Remark 5.2. Of course, by Section 2, the (closed) edges of X cor-
respond to T -invariant curves in X. But it is well known that two T -ﬁxed
points xP yP in G/P (x y ∈ W ) are joined by a T -invariant curve in G/P
if and only if x = ry for some reﬂection r ∈ W . However, it can certainly
happen that we can have xP rxP ∈ X but that the T -invariant curve joining
xP and rxP is not in X.
6. TWO-DIMENSIONAL T -ORBIT CLOSURES IN G/P
For the remainder of this paper, we consider two-dimensional torus orbit
closures in G/P . Here it is sufﬁcient to restrict to rank 2 root systems. For
the root systems A1 ×A1 and A2, all torus orbit closures are nonsingular,
so we will only describe what happens for types B2 and G2.
Throughout this section, α will denote the short negative simple root and
β the long negative simple root. Let ω denote the sum of the fundamental
dominant weights: ω is regular, hence associated to a Borel subgroup B.
Figure 1 shows the root system B2 as well as the extremal weights µi and
the non-extremal weights νj for the highest weight module V ω.
In Table I we describe torus orbit closures in B2/B of the form X = TuB,
where u = uαu2α+βuα+βuβ. All X turn out to be normal, however, some
are singular. The roots given in the column “orbit type” correspond to the
“reduced expressions” u = uαn1 · · ·uαnl , that is, simple expressions of min-
imal length. The support ωX is given in the column labeled “weights,”
and “3 T -fp” lists the number of T -ﬁxed points which correspond to the
extreme weights µi of the convex hull ωX. Note that the last column
refers to whether or not X is nonsingular. The only singular T -ﬁxed points
are those where the weights are both long and the lattice is %.
In [2, 1.1], a T -orbit closure X = TuP ⊂ G/P , uP ∈ *−P , is called generic
if XT = G/PT and 
ψX −wψ = 
%−P  for each w ∈ W . If P = B this
simply means X is generic if and only if XT = G/BT . Using the lemma
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FIG. 1. Root system B2 with extremal weights µi and non-extremal weights νj for
highest weight module V ω
(cf. [4, 20.2. Theorem (a)]), it is not hard to show that if u = uβr · · ·uβ1 is
reduced of maximal length, then TuB ⊂ G/B is generic.
We next consider T -orbit closures in type G2. We ﬁrst give a non-normal
T -orbit closure which is generic in the sense of Flaschka and Haine [3].
Example 6.1. Consider X = TuB in G2/B where u has simple expres-
sion u = u3α+βu3α+2βuα+βuβ. The vertices of the parallelotope PωX −
ω are 0, 3α+ β, β, and 3α+ 2β. Since 	 = %, X cannot be normal be-
cause 2α+ β ∈ PωX −ω ∩	, but 2α+ β ∈< ωX −ω >. We also
claim that the number of T -ﬁxed points is 10. The orbit closure X ′ = Tu′B
TABLE I
Orbit type Weights 3 T -fp 	 Nonsingular
α 2α+ β µ1     µ4 ν4 4 % Yes
α α+ β µ1     µ6 ν1     ν4 6 % Yes
αβ µ8 µ1 µ2 µ3 ν1 ν4 4 % Yes
2α+ βα+ β µ1 µ4 µ5 µ6 ν1     ν4 4 % No
2α+ ββ µ1 µ4 µ5 µ8 ν2 ν4 4 2α+ ββ Yes
α+ ββ µ1 µ6 µ7 µ8 ν1 ν2 4 % Yes
α 2α+ βα+ β µ1     µ6 ν1     ν4 6 % Yes
α 2α+ ββ µ1     µ5 µ8 ν1     ν4 6 % No
α α+ ββ µ1     µ8 ν1     ν4 8 % Yes
2α+ βα+ ββ µ1 µ4     µ8 ν1     ν4 6 % No
α 2α+ βα+ ββ µ1     µ8 ν1     ν4 8 % Yes
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FIG. 2. Root system G2 with extremal and non-extremal weights for highest weight module
V ω
with u′ = u3α+βu2α+βu3α+2βuα+βuβ is normal, although X ′ and X have the
same ﬁxed points.
Now let P ⊃ B be the parabolic subgroup associated to the short simple
root α. Then X maps equivariantly under the projection G/B → G/P to
a non-normal torus orbit closure Y in G2/P . Using Fig. 2 one ﬁnds that
YT  = 6, so Y is generic in the sense of [3, 2.2. Remark 1(iii)]. Similarly,
X = TuB ⊂ G2/B is non-normal at B for u = uαu3α+βu3α+2β. For u =
uαu3α+βu3α+2βuβ, X is normal at B, but non-normal at rβB, since 2α+β ∈
PωX − rβω ∩ %, but 2α+ β ∈ 
ωX − rβω.
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